Planets D6 / Krakes Planet
Name: Krake's Planet
Region: Outer Rim Territories
Sector: Demetras sector
System: Krake's Planet system
Moons: At least one
Grid coordinates: P-7
Class: Terrestrial
Atmosphere: Type I (Breathable)
Primary terrain: Ravines, Caves, Plains
Points of interest: Krake Data Vault
Immigrated species: Humans
Primary language(s): Galactic Basic Standard
Description: Krake's Planet was a world inhabited by giant slugs, whose excretions formed an incredibly
complex matrix known as the Krake Data Vault. The vault was located in a canyon protected by an
energy field. It contained data on all Imperial personnel.
Krake Data Vault
The Krake Data Vault, also called Krake's vault, was the informal name of an unorthodox Imperial dataprocessing center on the world known only as Krake's Planet.
The vault was a biological entity commonly referred to as a Mind Spider, but had more in common with a
space slug than it did with any of the various arachnid species populating the galaxy. The exterior of the
vault complex was grown from the mass of one of these Mind Spiders during its larval stage and shaped
by Imperial engineers using sonic vibrations to control the slug's growth cycle. They constructed (grew)
the vault on the precipice of a large ravine and safeguarded it with an impregnable energy field. The
crystalline support struts securing the vault within the ravine were actually the legs of the slug-like
creature. The interior of the vault, however, resembled a standard Imperial military facility and boasted a
full complement of officers, staff and guards.
Three years after the Battle of Yavin, Luke Skywalker and Chewbacca the Wookiee infiltrated Krake's
vault in order to steal pertinent information relating to the former Rogue Squadron pilot Shira Brie. After
fighting through a squad of Imperial stormtroopers, they managed to steal the information they required
and escape from the outpost. Upon evacuating, Luke used the deflector screens of the Millennium Falcon
to cause a massive explosion at the vault, destroying it.

RPGGamer Note: The above description is from Wookieepedia, but it must be noted that the comic
describes no such creature as a Mind Spider, and describes the vault as being made by manipulating the

Slugs native to Krake's Planet.
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